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Revised Edition of this  Best Seller!All new text, tips, explanations, helpful hints and pictures...over

one third more tips, images and game changing content!PGA Award Winning Instructor Geoff Greig

shares the best of his unique instruction in this easy to follow and powerful golf improvement

guide.If you want to play better golf... you need to improve the quality of your golf shots.In The

Sweet Spot you will learn the essential swing movements that produce quality golf shots AND how

to get Maximum Results from Minimum Change. Why rebuild your entire swing... when merely

tuning your Club Face Impact Keys will dramatically improve the quality of your golf shots?The pros

all swing in their own unique style... so can you.The pros all create effective impact with their

swings... now you can too.Not only does Geoff clearly explain and simplify the essential swing

movements... he gives you proven Learning Progressions to make sure you have all the tools you

need to adapt those movements to your swing. The Learning Progressions have worked for

thousands of students and you will not find them in any other golf instruction books.The Sweet Spot

is a step by step guide for the "Keys" of what to change in your game... and the exact process how

you will make the changes quickly and permanently.Finding the Sweet Spot is the fastest route to

your golfing goals.You can also check out Geoff's Sweet Spot Shots Video Lessons on  Video

Direct... go to: http://amzn.to/2crQJPS
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This book really helped me once I read most of theBen Hogan book and the 2 little pink beginning

golf books for female Noobies. (Once I knew enough to confuse myself in other words.) It gets you

to focus on hitting the ball (instead of thinking about the 10 things you are trying to remember

reading about). Golf is great I've discovered and I have to admit there is no way to learn without a

great golf coach, but studying at home is also useful, and I would start with the Christina Ricci

beginner book and the other little pink book on  (forgot the author now), and definitely the Ben

Hogan book ( I bought on  also), then DEFINITELY get THIS book!

We've all read a lot of golf books and articles over the years. I found Geoff Greig's The Sweet Spot

one of the better instructional manuals I've studied on learning how to hit the ball straighter and

farther. Geoff does a great job identifying the important variables required for a good, consistent golf

swing and then explaining how to incorporate these fundamentals in your own swing. For those

unable to benefit from Geoff's personal instruction - my game has definitely improved thanks to

Geoff, I highly recommend his first instructional e-book.

My golf mantra has been "Straight is Good. Predictable is Better. Straight and Predictable is Best."I

am recovering from major surgery to my cervical spine--neck for those not familiar with the medical

term. What i discovered is that all of my former keys to hitting straight and predictable shots no

longer worked and i needed a new model. The simple and effective tools that The Sweet Spot

delivers give me hope that i will recover my accuracy and distance.Sandra's husband - Jeffrey

Excellent read, lots of great imagery unique to this book, but necessary and valuable information. If

you are serious about quality ball-striking, I highly recommend this book.

I really enjoyed this book. Learned a lot of what I was not aware of before on the sweet spot. Have

already taken this newly learned information to the golf course with very favorable results.I am so

glad that I will have this book in my library for future reference. Thank you very much.



I learned how to have a smoother and more effective swing. I hope that i can implement some of the

recommended changes into my swing. I need more consistency and distance with less effort and

body strain. I am 66 and just developing a golf game. This book should help

The concept is correct; however, the road map for success is limited, I believe. There are many

ways to swing a club and this is one of the more difficult to place into practice.

This book simplified the swing in terms that everyone can understand. Plus, the author offers simple

drills to help achieve the goal of playing better golf. Great for beginners to accomplished players.
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